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came a virtual anti-Soviet government-in-exile of Azerbai
jan. Moscow is now gearing up toward a military show of
strength to bring both republics under control, while fostering
a belt of upheaval from northern Pakistan to Baluchistan,
Iran, and Kurdistan. This turns the tables on those Western
strategists, notably former National Security Adviser Zbig
niew Brzezinski, who thought they could foster an Islamic
"arc of crisis" in that region which would undermine Soviet
rule. For the Kremlin, Turkey becomes the NATO-member
target of this reversed "arc of crisis."
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From there, the investigation proceeds down a well-known
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During the last six months Turkey has been rocked by the
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Iran's factional situation is extremely fluid. But to conclude
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from this, as some do, that the coming months will see the
rise of a pro-Western, more moderate faction in Iran, is
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nothing but wishful thinking. As Irangate has shown, and as
was underlined in testimony before Independent Counsel
Lawrence Walsh's investigators on June

10 by former CIA

agent George Cave, Iranian negotiations with the United
States have always involved the Iranian hardliners. Their
rationale is simple enough: There is no contradiction in get
ting weapons and money from the United States, since this
helps Iran fight America!
But the lessons of Irangate have not deterred the Western
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negotiators. President Reagan, sure of Gorbachov's backing,
made a stopover in London after the Moscow Summit to brief
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Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, and from that point on,
American and British hostage negotiations have intensified.
The top-secret negotiations have included a May
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ing in Geneva, a late-May meeting in Ankara between De
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and Iranian representatives, and there was a series of meet
ings in Algiers, starting June
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1. On the American side, the
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negotiations have been centralized by U.N. Ambassador
Vernon Walters, Assistant Secretary of State for Political
Affairs John Whitehead, and Deputy Secretary of State for
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Middle Eastern Affairs Richard Murphy. The Iranian side
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has included Khomeini's son-in-law Sadegh Tabatabai, Dep
uty Foreign Minister Mohammed Javad Larijani, and U.N.
Ambassador Ja'afar Mahalati. On the British side, the Church
of England, Lord Kilbracken of the Anglo-Kurdish Associ
ation, the Foreign Office, and Lomho, Ltd.'s chairman, Tiny
Rowland, have all been involved.
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New arms to Iran
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mitment that Washington would increase its deliveries of
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weapons to Afghan resistance movements, especially those

National Socialism and the interna

based in Iran, now led by Hekmatyar, ensuring that these

tional oligarchical network that put
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are actually delivered to Iran. Since the United

States is forbidden from delivering weapons directly to Iran,

Hitler into power.

Washington also reportedly agreed to make available to Eu
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ropean-based arms merchants, the kind of American equip
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ment that Iran requires.
No less important are the demands of Syria. Indeed, most
of the Iranian-held hostages have been holed up for several
weeks in South Beirut. Syria could have intervened to release
them at any time. But this was not done, because Syria
wanted to wait for the conclusion of the negotiations between
Iran and the West, as well as of bilateral Iranian-Syrian ne
gotiations. One of Syria's demands to Washington is that it
should dump the Lebanese Christian forces which control
East Beirut. The word from Damascus is: When Beirut is
reunified under Syrian control, then the hostages will be
released. Washington could not care less about the Lebanese
Christian forces, but its ability to force them to withdraw
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from East Beirut is in any case minimal.
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